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MATTER OF: Dominion Engineering Works, Ltd., et al.

DIGEST:

1. Award should not be made under a soliditation where the bids
received do not offer a product which satisfies the agency's
actual design requirement, even though bids may have been
responsive. Rather resoitcitation is justified.

2. Although agency should have revised its specification on
resolicitation to identify its design requirement, award may
be made to low bidder if design in responsive to specification
and satisfies agency's needs, since no other bidder is
prejudiced.

The-Allis-ChaOmers Corporiticn (kllis-Chalmers) and the
General Electric Company on behalf of its affiliate, Dominion
Engineering WorkB,' Ltd. (lominidn Engineeiing), protest action
taken by the Cbrps of Engineers (CoipsYin rejecting all bids
and cancelling solicitation DACW5s-78-B-0090, an advertised
procurement for 6igbt Kaplan type hydroelectric turbines. The
Corps has resolicited the requirement under IFB DACW57-76-B-0213.

. -.This matter ia ieo the subject of a suit filed by Dobmihibn
Engineering in the Uilted States District Court for the District of
Oregon, in which Dominion Engineering sought to prevent the opening
of bids on the resolicitation, and seeks to enjoin'the Corps from
awarding any contract except to Dominion Engineering. The case
is for consideration uwider S 20.10 of our Bid Protest Procedures,
upon the Court's request for our decision. 4 C. F. R. 5 20.10 1976).

The initial solicitation was issued March 5, 1976, and resulted
in three bids, as follows:
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01) Dominion Engineering Works, Ltd. M33,44,240

(2) Nissho-Iwai American Corporation
and Fugi Electric (a joint venture) $33. 409, 000

(3) Allis-Chalmers Corporation *30s 752,265

By letter to the Corps' Portland District Office dated May I1, 1976,
the Nissho-Iwai and Fugi Electric joint venture protested any award
to Dominion Engineering. A similar protest was lodged in this
Office by Allis-Chalmers on May 18, 1970.

Thependency of these protests resulted in review of the pro-
curement by the Corps' Office of Chief Counsel. Also, at its
request, the contracting officer's findings were reviewed by the
Engineering Division of the Office of the Chief of Engineers.

Althodugh both the contracting of1cer nd the'Corps' North Pacific
Division had found 'he Dominion Engineringlihd Allis-Chalmers
bids to be responsive (the joint venture bid was viewed as non-
resp'nsive), the Engineering Division found' all bids to be
nonrosponsive. This Office was so advised by a report dated
July 27, 1976. Protests against this ictlbn were filed in this
Office on August Cth, and 6th, by Dominion Engineering and Allis-
Chalmers. respectively. By letters dated August 10, 1976, the
bidders were formally advised of the rejection of their bids,
and of the Corps' decision to resolicit this procurement.

The resolicitation was issued over the objections of both
Dominion Engineering and Allis-Cha'lmers, With bid opening scheduled
for September 1, 1976. The initial order of bidding was reversed,
and the bids appear as follows:

(1) Allis-Chalmers Corporation $28, 900, 000

(2) Ninsho-Iwai Fugi Electric $30, 980, 000

(3) Dominion Engineering $32, 447, 240

Moreover, we are informally advised by the Corps that the Allis-
Chalmers bid on resolicitation is not subject to the objection which
the Corpa took to its bid on the original solicitation, and is accept-
able.

The Corps does not maintain that the differences in original
and resolicitation bid prices reflect price unreasonableness.
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Further,. although the resallcitation Included several changes in
the specifications, they are not viewed by the Corps as Justifytn,
resolicitationz nor do they have any bearing on our cocnideration
of thts came.

1. Background

The general configuration of a Kaplan type h9.Ae1.s.tric
turbine is illustrated in figure 1. Basically, a Kajliuf Urbine
is a machine of considerable size, vertically mounted on concrete
foundations which in turn form a channel or pasuage through which
water passes. The intake jortion of the channel is of a spiral
design, Water Is directed toward the center of the turbine and
down past a set of "propellers, " i. e. runners, after which the
water is discharged through an oifelt channel. Except for size,
ruggedness, and control features, the turbine is not unlike a
propeller horizontally suspended in a drain.

The turbine assesbly includestthe structure from which the
rtiners and c6nical hub are sumpended. The Mtructure 'is diided
into thiie'part:, (1) a 'stay ringiembeddedinWthe upper boundary
ofrthein'take channl; ,(2) an annular outer headrboverj 'and (3) an
inner head cover. In addition, the turbine includes a circular
array of vanes known as "wicket gates. " The wicket gatea'mnay be
opened and closed to control the flow of water into the turbines.
The gates pivot on shafts or "stems" extending through the outer
head cover (above) and into the bottom iing (below'. Also, the
pitch ot:the runners is controllable through the use of a blade
servomotor, located in the runner hub in the Dominion Engineering
dssign.

Both the Allis-Chalmners and Dorninon Engineering initial
bids were rejected because the Corps found that their respective
bid drawings failed to allow for iiiclusion of radial'bolts and filer
plates at the Joint connecting the turbIAe's outer head cover and
stay :lng. The'VDBrmnnionoEngeeringbild was found to be' ron-
resj,3'sive, fuArther, bebiuse (1) its bid'dra*ingAppeared/to
requiretpartial Msamsembly of the turbines wicket gate stems
In adjusting wicket gate height, and (2) its design failed to
show three required oil seal rings, an omission which the Corps
believed might require extension of the runner hub. The proteaters
dispute these finding.. (The location of these points of dispute
are indicated in the illustration.)

The Allfs-Chalmers protest against award to Dominion
Engineering focuses on one additional issue; whether the Dominion
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ngine ering bid was nomretponsive for failure to Include a lint of
foreign coinponents (and countries of origin) to be Lacorporated
in its proposed domestic end product.

I. The RaEial Bolt and Filler Plate Issue

Regarding the Corps' determination that the original Allis-
Chalmerr; and Domiinion Engineering bids required rejection because
th air bid 'drawings failed to allow for Inclusion of radial bolts and
linler plates at the outer head cover/stay ring joint, paragraph
2-13.1 of the specifications provided:

"The head cover in conjuction with the siAy ring
shall be designed to torn'-a rigid assembly.
Filler plates shall be provided for insertion in
the annulir clearances beitween the stay ring
and the outer unit and between the outer unit
and the inner unit, which are to be fitted and
welded in place during field assembly. A
radial bolt shall be provided above each filler
plate to insure rigid assembly of the three
parts.1 '

According to the explanationgiven hytihe Corps' technical personnel
at a protest conference held in our Office on September 9, 1978,
the Corps had expeiie'nced'o6naiderable difficulty in prior installa-
tiomst- where a sfille'liptype'joirit was used. Such a joint
(de-picted in figure 2(B)) allows more than an acceptable amount
of flexing at the joint. This deformation interferes with the proper
functioning of the wicket gates, because it results in distortion of
the outer head cover, housing the wicket gate stems.

In the Corp' 'rejection letters dated August 10, 1976, Dominion
Engineering and Allis-Chalmers were advised respectively that
their bid drftWings iidicated the use of a design which placed a
cirumferential boltingriIng atlhe bottdin of the outer head'cover,
el-iinating"the box section c6nstruction." A box or box-like
section consitrucion it illuistrated in figure 2(A), based on the
Corps' explanation at the pr6test conference. The relevant portions
of the Dominion Englneering and Allis-Thanlrners bid drawings are
shown in figures 3 (A and 3(B).

It appears that the Corps anticipated receiving bide incorporating
a bolted box-like joint. The August 10th letters further stated that
the requirements of the specifications could only be met if the
bolting flange or lip shown were located at least midway betweenI~. 
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the top and bottom of the outer head cover, to allow space below
to install the required radial bolts and plates. . Based upon the
Corps' assumption that a particular geometrical relationship
was required between these parts, the Corps found the Allis-Chalmers
and Dominion Engineering bids nonresponsive, because it concluded
that their proposed designs left the rer head cover/stay ring
joint free to flex about a simple lip.

While we are. satisfied that both Allis-Chalmers and Dominion
Engineering intended to fNily comply with their view of the
specifications' requirements, the details of their intended connec-
tion of the outer head cover and stay ring were omitted from their
bid drawings. Both have since submitted drawings showing
additional detail. (See figures 3(C) and 2 (D).) The additional
drawings indicate the use of radial boAts and filler plates.

It would appear that the failure of the'drawlngs to k4 ow the
required bolts and plates waanot dispositive, of itself. The
specifications required that bolts and filler plates'also be
utilized in the joint betweernthe irzierand outer head covers.
As indicated in figure 3(A), the Dominhion Enjineering bid
drawing showed what might have ;en intended to be a horizontal
bolt line between the inner and outer head covers. The Allis-
Chalmers bid drawing (figure 3(B)) shows no bolt center lines.
Both bidders' drawings show the Lox-like design at te's point,
and the responsiveness of their designs as La that aspect was not
questioned.

2
There appears to have been confusion even within the Corps con-
cerning the meaning of paragiaph 2-13.1 of the specifications.
The paragraph refers to fidigity. but not to a blx-4like, design.
Following receipt of the Aiugust 10th lester,7,ex4laiiing the reasons
for rejection, Dominion Engineering wrote the Corps' Portland
District Office, indicating that the letter stated a design require-
ment which was not indicated by the technical specifications. By
letter dated August 27, 1976, the contracting officer wrote both
protesters:

"It has been determined that the requirements
of 2-13 do not specifically dictate the arrangement
described in our 10 August letter. Alternate designs
are acceptable [for piroioses of resolicitation]
provided that the requirements for rigidity arc. met
using the specified radial bolts and filler plates. "
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Commenting an the design details supplied in the additional
drawing submitted by Domin.on Engineering, the Corps states
tbat:

=* *** thi drawing still does not comply with
the specifications since the flanges uron which
the radial bolts Ore attached and the bolts
themselves would still flex under the strenuous
vertical forces involved. allowing the entire
connection to flex, and thus still not provy!ding
a rigid assembly as requii'zd by the apecifica-
tiona. The design proposed'by-Domninion
would have cost considerably less than the
design required by the specifications and was
accordingly considered a major deficiency. ** *"

A simil9-r objection iE raised against the design shown in the Allis-
Chalmers supplemental drawing.

Although the Corps contends that paragraph 2-13. 1 of the
specifications (quoted earlier) reqidresua rigid"connection,
rigidity is a relative term. No design Is absolutely rigid. No
one 'o'ntends that-the protesters'Kintended designs are not con-
siderably morePigid than the simple lip configuration which the
Corps initially thought was being proposed. Theiprotesters assert
that their intended designs are rigid. Personnel from the Corps'
Engineering Division expressed the view at the protest conference
that the required degree of rigidity can only be obtained through
use of some kind of box-like design.

t'zA Rejection of Bids as Nonresponsive

While respons'veness mnust be determined on 1he face of the
bid at opening, thIe $rti'stdts contend that the detailsashown
in their supjlementa1 dra rings were not required to be shown on
theiz~respective bid'diawrirgs,, They'offer the additional drawings
to explain their positibn that: (l);details weremnot required to be
included in their bids;' (2) their offered products fully comply with
the IFB requirements; (3) the drawings submitted with their bids
do not show nonresponsiveness; and (4) consistent with the IrB,
the additionai details can and would be supplied in contract
drawings.
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In this regard, Dominion Engineering maintains that:

"$* * the proposed contract requires that 'the
contractor sham. ... perform, in strict accord-
ance with the detailed requirements of these
specifications, all the work necessary to design,
[and] to prepare outline and detailed drawings
.... I * * *. That work is a contract requirement,
not a bidding requirement, which the successful
contractor is to perform following the award of
the contract, in accordanceIwithSpecial Condition
SC-a.

"It is Dominion's position that its bid drawings
were prepared in accordance with the customs and
practices of the hydraulic turbine industry and
show all the detail required by the solicitations* *."

Further, Allis-Chalmers maintains that:

"**** While the intent of Paragraph 2-13.1
[requiring use of radial bolts and filler platis]
is clear as to the requirements for head cover
construction, * * * bidders were not required
by virtue of that section of Paragraph 4 * * *
to disclose in detail in their Bid Drawings how
they intended to meet those requirements.

"This is entirel- consistent with our
experience in connection with other bids
to the Corps of Engineers for which no such
detail was required at the time of bidding ror
did absence thereof preventian award to
Allis-Chalmers for such projects. The
features called for are standard requirements
of Corps of Engineers Kaplan turbine specifi-
cations and are in no way unique to the
Bonneville turbine solicitation."

In procuring technically sophisticated equipment for specialized
purposes, an administrative agency may require bidders to supply
identified descriptive data regarding specific components of items
being procured. Cummings Diesel Engjnea Inc., 55 Comp. Gen. 999
(1975), 76-1 CPD 7flj48 Comp. Gen. 859, 560 1950), and cases cited
therein.
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The Armed Services Procurement Regulation (ASPR) 5 2-202. 5(d)
' (1975 ed.) provides that:

"When descriptive literature in required, the
Invitation for bids shall clearly state what
descriptive iteraturF s req Mreslie extent
to which it will be considered in the evaluation
of bids, and the rules which will apply if a
bidder fails to furnish it before bid opening
or if the literature furnished does not comply
with the requirements of tre invitation * * *."
(Emphasis added..)

See also. 48 Comp. Gen. 659, 860, supra.

Following the general form prescribed by ASPR 5 7-2003. 31(a),
naragraph 4.1, of part C, of the IFB stated that:

"**** The descriptive literature is required to
establish, for the purposes of bid evaluation and
award, details of the products the bidder proposeo
to furnish as specified in 4. 3 below* * *.

Paragraph 4. 3 did not further explain the purporŽ or extcnt to which
the data would be considered. However, it required that listed
Information and other descriptive data be furnished. Included among
thee numerous required items, subparagraph (2 )(a) required the
submission of:

"Dri*ings,.ixigluding an axial cross-sectional
drawing and phatdgraphs or cuts, showing the
general construiction and overi4ll dimensions
or the turbine, proposed. The drawings shall
show the details of construction of the blade
aervometor and blade operating mechanism,
the govsrning dimensions, including the
elevation'of thecenterlire of the stay ring,
the elwvation 'of the center line-of the runner,
the elevation of the shaft coupling, principal
dimebsions of the spiral case outline. the
diameter of the stay ring, the height of the
stay ring, the diameter of the-runner, the
diameter and alevation of the draft tube
throat, and the principal dimensions of the
draft throat. The drawings shall also show
the clearances necessary for assembly and
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dismantling the turbine, iniluding assembly of
the runner and shaft with the inner head cover and
shall also contain a detail showing the method of
adjusting and maintaining the adjustment of each
wicket gate in the mid-position between the head
cover and bottom ring. ' (Emphasis added.)

We agree that the foregoing must bdfreid'in'conjuhctibn with
those other provisions of the IFB which indicated thiat design
refinement was to be a matter for contract perfoimance, i. e.
that detailed design drawings, and model testing (were to be performed
after contract ftriation, as part of contiact performance. Model
testing was prescribed under Part IV of the specifications ("Model
Test!'), requiring the construction and eitensive testing of L scale
model, subject to review, witness and aipproval by Corps personnel.
Indeed, the demonstration of the capabilities of the intended design
through model testing is but one stage in the anticipated design of
a prototype turbine.

Paroagraph SC-3. 1 required submission of'drawiiigs bearing
on foundation and powerhouse construction within 90 days of
award, subject to changes which might be requirkd following
performance of model tests. Further, paragraph SC-S. 2 provided,
in material part:

"The contractor shall subsequently submit for
approval sectional drawings of the complete
turbine, including a vertical section through
the unit, a horizontal plan section at the top
of the spiral case and servomotors, and such
additional assembly and sub-assembly draw-
ings and data as are specifically requested to
demonstrate fully that all parts of the equip-
ment to be furnished will conform with the
provisions and intent of the specifications. * *"
Emphasis added )

Thus the contiact drawings were to demonstrate compliance with
the specifications. Accordingly, it appears that only general pre-
liminary drawings had to be submitted with a bid to assure the
Corps tat it was founded on a generally correct understanding of
the Government's requirements.

From the foregoing, we conclude that a bidder's failure to
submit drawings showing the use of radial bolts and filler plates
In the joint between the stay ring and outer head cover did not

-12-
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render its bid nonresponsive to the specification since paragraph
4. 3( 2 )(a) did not require in either specific or general terms that
the bid drawings demonstrate the details of the method of attach-
ment proposed. Nor do we believe it can be asserted that
either bidder intended to qualify its bid by failing to include
details lot celled for.

We are aware that 'the Corps did net consider the designs
initially intended to be offered to be adequate toinsiure sufficient
rigidity. It may not consider all of the deiigns offered under
the~resolicitationjto be adequate., As Indicated, rigidity is
relative. Both lidders'rmintain thitlheir respective designs are
adequate to insure'trouble-free-operation over the life of the
turbine. In our view, the meaning whiabvmust be given to the
term "rigid" is ipecified by4Iaragraph 2-13.1 of the.Lspecl;&ation,
quoted earlier, That specification anticipated an assemblage of
the' stay ring and inner head cover, in which rigidity is insured
by the use of radial bolts and filler'plates. If the Corps felt
that the bqddng 'characteristics of the joint should have been
further restricted, or that only particular geometries would be
adequate, such requirements could have been easily included
in the specifications.

IV, Conclusion

We conclude.that Domiiiion Engineering and Allis-Chalmers
responded reasonably to the specified requirement for a rigid outer
headwover/stay rinig joint. In reviewing the bids, the Corps
concluded that the performance proposed--and even as more fully
explained by the protesters after bid opening--would not satisfy
its aotuial needs. No Government agency should be required to
expend public funds in the procurement of something which it has
determined reasonably and in good faith does not satisfy its
requirements.

Ideally, the IFB shoild have correctly described the Govern-
ment's requirements in the first instance. Unfortunately, the
ideal is achieved less often than it is s6ught. In the circumstances,
the original solicitation should'have been cancelled, and resolicited
under revised specifications, once it was realized that the original
specifications had not resulted in bids meeting the Government' s
minimum needs. Such revised specifications should have been
written to assure that a satisfactory design was proposed on
reuolicitatibn. While all bids may be rejected after bid opening
and the procurement may be resolicited only for cogent and compelling
reasons, we think the present situation met that standard. Cf.,
Allied Contractors, Inc., B-186114, July 19, 1976, 76-2 CPMrMS.
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However, the procurement has been resolicited without
the necessary revisions having been made. Bids were opened.
While generally the use of inadequate specifications would require
a third round of solicitations, because bidders may have been
misled to their competitive detriment, we do not believe that a
third round of solicitations is required in the circumstances of
this case.

As indicated0 tho Corps regards the low bid submitted by
Allis-Chalmers on resolicitationrfincoirporating the box section
design desired by the Corps as offering a Jbint having sufficient
rigidity. In its report of September 16, 1975, the Corps
indicates this design is considerably more expensive than the
designs offered. In any case, it is clecr that if the low bid
under the second solicitation is responsive to the Corps'
intention, it' is also responsive to the written specifications.
Therefore, if otherwise proper, we see no prejudice if award
is made to the low bidder.

In the absence of prejudice, there nis no cdgent or compIelling
reas~on for cancellation of.the resolicitation,v provided that the
design offered by the low bidder meets the Corps 'actual technical
requirements and is otherwise acceptable. Cf. Gas Corporation,
53 Comp. Gn-r. 586, 592-593 (1974), 74-1 C1' au; contrast,
The Intermountain Company, B-182794, July 8, 19t5, I-Z CPD 19.

In view of the foregoing disposition, we do not find it necessary
to consider the other issues raised in the course of the protest.
By separate letter, we are advising the Secretary of the Army that
the specifications should be revised as indicated if they are to be
used in any future solicitations.

Dma*t Comptholler General
of the United States




